1L Outcomes
Theme: Learn to Be an Effective Law Student / Analyze Legal Issues
Where Evaluated

Cognitive Abilities

Lawyering Skills

Case Briefing -- Read a case and identify the legal issue, rule statement, relevant facts, and
reasoning

ILLS

Statutory Analysis -- Read a statute and identify the rule and any exceptions

ILLS

Knowledge -- Identify and accurately restate relevant legal rules, including exceptions

ILLS / Doctrinal Courses

Rule Application -- Accurately apply a legal rule to a new set of facts

Doctrinal Courses

Issue Spotting -- Identify the relevant basic legal issues in an unfamiliar factual situation
Legal Writing -- Write a basic rule statement that reflects the structure and operation of the
rule
Legal Writing -- Mastery of basic writing skills, including grammar, sentence structure, and
paragraph structure

Doctrinal Courses

Legal Writing -- Write an objective discussion to predict the outcome of a legal questions

LMC

Legal Writing -- Draft a persuasive brief to a trial or appellate court

LMC

ILLS
PW / LMC

ILLS / LLP
Time Management -- Manage time effectively.
Legal Research -- Conduct basic legal research using a variety of print and online sources of
primary and secondary authority, including researching legal questions governed by common LR / LMC
law and statutory law
Oral Communication -- Ability to communicate precisely and accurately a legal rule, its
LMC
elements, examples of its use, and exceptions
LLP
Interviewing -- Ability to obtain relevant information in interview with client or witness
Oral Communication -- Present a persuasive formal oral argument to an impartial trier of fact LLP / LMC
LLP
Project Management -- Plan, manage, and inplement a legal assignment

Context and Values

Lawyering Tasks -- Complete a basic lawyering task in at least two of the first-year subjects
Legal System -- Understand the basic structure of the U.S. legal system, including the
relationships between braches of government and the hierarchy of legal authorities

Doctrinal Courses / LLP / Labs

Legal Policy -- Understand and explain the rationale behind a basic legal rule

Doctrinal Courses

ILLS

Professional Identity -- Assess career options and develop a plan to experience areas of inter LLP
Self Awareness -- Understand type preferences and develop a plan to increase facility with no LLP
ILLS = Intro to Law and Legal Studies
PW = Professional Writing
LLP = Lawyering, Leadership, and Professionalism
LMC = Legal Methods & Communication

2L Outcomes
Theme: Learn to Be a Lawyer
Cognitive Abilities

Knowledge -- Identify and accurately restate complex legal rules, including exceptions
Analysis -- Understand the place of a legal rule within a larger network of legal rules and
policies
Issue Spotting -- Identify the relevant complex legal issues in an unfamiliar factual situation

Lawyering Skills

Context and Values

Doctrinal Courses
Doctrinal Courses

Rule Application -- Accurately apply a complex network of legal rules to new factual situations Doctrinal Courses
Judgment -- Basic strategic thinking to respond to a legal problem in a structured environment Doctrinal Courses / DPP
Problem Solving -- Handling basic legal problems arising from novel facts in a structured
DPP
environment
Collaboration -- Exhibit strong collaborative skills in project environment
LPLL
Project Management -- Plan, manage, and implement a legal services project

LPLL

Interviewing -- Ability to obtain relevant information in interview with client or witness

LPLL

Legal Writing -- Proficiency in succinctly analyzing legal issues in writing
Lawyering Tasks -- Complete basic lawyering tasks in a timely fashion and in the context of
professional environment

Doctrinal Courses
DPP

Professionalism -- Develop professional and ethical relationships with colleagues, clients, and LPLL / DPP
supervisors
Ethics -- Demonstrate understanding of ethical obligations in the representation of a client

DPP = Directed Practice Placement
LPLL = Leadership: Public Law &
Leadership

Where Evaluated
Doctrinal Courses

DPP

3L Outcomes
Theme: Learn To Be a Lawyer Who Makes a Difference
Where Evaluated

Cognitive Abilities

Lawyering Skills

Context and Values

Judgment -- Strategic thinking in resolving a legal problem
Bridge Course Project
Synthesis -- Legal analysis from component parts with an understanding of nuances and how Bridge Course Project
structural pieces fit together
ULW Paper / Bridge Course
Problem Solving -- Proficiency in handling legal issues involving novel fact patterns
Project / Doctrinal Course
Exams
ULW Paper / Doctrinal Course
Issue Spotting -- Identification of legal issues from raw facts
Exams
Bar Exam Proficiency -- Deep understanding of substantial number of legal rules in six
Multistate subjects, some knowledge of NC distinctions in those subject, some knowledge of Bar Foundations Exam
other NC law covered on the bar exam, ability to apply knowledge to novel fact patterns
strategically under time pressure
Negotiation -- Ability to negotiate proficiently with opposing counsel using more than one
negotiating technique
Legal Writing -- Proficiency in advocacy and inquiry writing through multiple drafts of an inULW Paper
depth evaluation of a complex subject
Oral Communication -- Ability to communicate with clients, colleagues, judges, and
Bridge Course Project
community members about legal issues
Research -- Ability to research issues relating to legal issue with competent scope and depth ULW Paper
Justice -- Understand one or more facets of the law as a system of justice, including but not
limited to access to legal services, systemic integrity, constitutional issues, and restorative
justice
Professionalism -- Understand the role of a lawyer as an officer of the court and zealous
Bridge Course Project / PR
advocate
Exam / Leadership Courses
Legal History -- Understand the role of history in the development of the law
Jurisprudence -- Understand legal theories and how they pertain to the case decisions, the
development of legal rules, and their impact on the public
Culture and Society -- Understand how culture and social mores play a role in the formulation
and application of legal rules

